(Prof Geraldine Hartshorne speaking) We're well-established as a centre of excellence for both research and teaching. Our students are looking for a course that will complement what they do already and that may perhaps lead them on to greater things in the future. We can help them to make that next step.

(Jan Cooper speaking) In my opinion there are two great things about the master's programmes here at Warwick Medical School. The first is the flexibility most of our students are part-time learners and we acknowledge and design our programmes to enable them to effectively study whilst working in professional roles. And the second thing is that our programmes are multidisciplinary. We have students from different professions and disciplines, nursing, medicine, physio, all learning together. People can share ideas understand different professional perspectives on issues and all that really enhances the learning process.

(Norma speaking) The admission process at Warwick has been remarkable. It's been really easy, very friendly staff, very well organised so that for me reduced the stress of not knowing what to expect and having all those areas covered.

(Sheena speaking) Campus itself is really great I mean I've stayed on campus both times and the facilities here are amazing.

(Luke speaking) I think in the Health Service if you want any sort of middle and senior management kind of roles you need a master's degree. I just booked on to the first module to start with and really enjoyed it and so I thought it'd be a good place to do the full master's programme.

(Prof Geraldine Hartshorne speaking) Courses are generally modular. Often the employers will work with us in designing those courses to deliver what both the student and their employer are looking for.

(Heather speaking) I like the choice to do it part-time and also the range of different options allows you to access modules that particularly pertinent to your interests or field.

(Pete Sidebotham speaking) Outside those modules, we have quite a range of resources online as well as the contact with the course tutors and coordinators. So we're able to give a lot of one-to-one support to the students.

(Kevin speaking) I found Warwick to offer a very suitable package for an international student. Travel only for a week, get the teaching and learning and then go back home and actually putting into practice things that I have learned in Warwick.

(Pete Sidebotham speaking) We've had a lot of positive feedback from students about the way that the programmes have really stretched their thinking. So we're not just giving them professional skills to take away but we're actually challenging them to think outside the box. I think that's something that students particularly seem to value.

(Prof Geraldine Hartshorne speaking) I think what our students benefit from most is our close links with the world of work both locally and internationally and also that people here are taught by research active academics and by practicing professionals which gives them I think the best learning environment possible.